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Mammal-Watching 
 

Bats & Beavers in Hungary 

 

A Greentours Itinerary 

 

Days 1-3 

Kiskunság National Park – Great Hungarian Plains 
 

After arriving at Budapest Airport we travel South through part of the Great 

Hungarian Plain. Although our final destination, the Kondor Ecolodge, is just about 

an hours drive from the airport on the highway, we’ll take a more leisurely journey 

along smaller roads through the atmospheric Kiskunság National Park. 
 

This part of Europe is home to the European Souslik, a squirrel-like mammal of the 

Eastern steppes. These rather comical rodents can be seen in their colonies and 

we might even hear how the sentinels utter their alarm whistle when a Saker or an 

Imperial Eagle is hunting nearby, as both birds are partial to Souslik!  
 

During the next two days we will discover the wildlife both in the garden of the 

lodge and in some nearby wildlife-rich areas. In the garden there are some ponds 

and wildlife watching hides. The hides offer the chance of seeing Hawfinches, 

Tree Sparrows, Greater and Lesser Spotted Woodpeckers and sometimes 

Sparrowhawk and Goshawk pass through. There is a good number of frogs, while 

reptiles are represented by Grass Snakes and Pond Terrapin. Eastern or White-

bellied Hedgehog is sometimes spotted in the garden and Red Squirrel is quite 

common as well. Brown Hares and Roe Deer are often seen on the nearby fields 

and Red Foxes visit regularly. Sometimes we can hear Golden Jackals during the 

night. 
 

During the evenings we can check out a nearby bat colony at an isolated 

church in the middle of the grassland which has good numbers of Lesser Mouse-

eared and Grey Long-eared Bat. A real highlight will be to detect Soprano 

Pipistrelle. 
 

Within a few miles of the lodge we might find the last Rollers and if Summer 

extends into September perhaps even Bee-eaters, and we will surely look for the 

largest bird in the grassland, Great Bustard, which has its strongest population in 

this National Park. 
 

Our home in this region will be the traditional thatch-roofed Kondor Ecolodge 

which offers excellent local food and fine Hungarian wine. If there is interest we 

will run a professional moth trap during one of the nights. 

 

Day 4 

from Kiskunság through the edge of Hortobágy to Lake Tisza 
 

Today we leave the Kiskunság Puszta and go up to Lake Tisza at the edge of the 

Hortobagy National Park.  
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On the way towards Hortobagy we will visit the Easternmost corner of the 

Kiskunság National Park with an amazing system of oxbow lakes. There will be a 

fine selection of herons, egrets and other waders and waterfowl at this 

panoramic site. 
 

During the afternoon we continue towards Lake Tisza which will be our next 

destination. This wonderful lake is home to many birds and mammals, including 

the European Beaver which has many differences from its North American 

counterpart. One of the most obvious is that it is much harder to see, shyer, and 

rarer! We will take an evening boat trip along the small channels that link the lake 

to Hungary’s second largest river and we have a good chance of coming across 

at least one Beaver. We’ll certainly see their lodges and the youngsters are often 

out at this time of year as dusk approaches playing close to their lodge, and if 

that happens we’ll likely see them at less than twenty metres range. There’s much 

else to see along these channels with White-tailed Eagle overhead and Squacco 

Herons and Night Herons erupting from the water’s edge. Odonata are 

particularly varied with many species, among them Leucorrhinia pectoralis and 

Leucorrhinia caudalis, River Clubtail and Norfolk Hawker. 

 

Days 5 – 7 

Bükk National Park 
 

After a late breakfast we’ll travel to Bükk National Park. Our hotel is situated in a 

small village in the Southern part of the area surrounded by old beech forests, 

small mountain streams and little ponds. There will be plenty of time to enjoy the 

beauty of the natural world close to our accommodation, which is very rich in 

wildlife. Fire Salamanders can often be found on the forest tracks after rain. Nine 

species of Woodpecker inhabit the beech and oak forest. Our hotel is just a few 

minutes from one of the best mist-netting sites for bats in the area. Hawfinches 

and Middle Spotted Woodpecker are garden birds and Edible Dormouse can 

also be found in the hotel grounds. During the next few days we will explore some 

of the exciting summer roosts of bats found in local buildings, churches and 

caves. Alcathoe Whiskered, Northern, Whiskered, Daubenton’s, Common 

Pipistrelle, Pygmy Pipistrelle, Nathusius Pipistrelle, Greater Noctule, Leisler’s 

Noctule, Parti-Coloured, Western Barbastelle, Brown Long-eared and Schreiber’s 

Bent-winged Bat are all possible. A local project that will help us to see small 

mammals is a dormouse nest box scheme which is pretty busy at Bükk National 

Park as there’s no less than three species of dormouse. We’ll hope to catch up 

with all three, namely Common Dormouse, Edible Dormouse and the nicely-

marked Forest Dormouse, as we visit the nest boxes in company with the 

researchers. We’ll spend some time at a hide where Beech Martins come down 

to a drinking station and sometimes Wild Cat even pays a visit. Red Fox and 

Badger are local residents as well. 
 

One of the nights we will have an early dinner and then will catch bats (under the 

guidance of a researcher) just around our hotel. The lakes in the vicinity of the 

hotel also provide an excellent spot to observe several bat species coming to 

feed or drink. 
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Day 8 

Return to the UK  
 

We travel to Budapest to catch our flight to London. If time permits we can have 

a short sightseeing tour of the city or if we have shorter time than we break the 

journey to find Imperial Eagle alongside the road. 

 

 

Call 01298 83563 or visit www.greentours.co.uk for the latest trip report from our 

previous Mammal Watching tours to Hungary. If you would like to ask about any 

other aspect of this holiday, please call 01298 83563 or email us at 

enquiries@greentours.co.uk.  

 

To Book a on this Holiday please fill in the booking form which you can download 

from www.greentours.co.uk (also found in the Greentours brochure) and post to 

Greentours, 8 Eliot Close, Armitage, Rugeley, WS15 4UP, UK. Tel +44 (0)1298 83563. 

After booking your place you’ll receive a confirmation letter and a detailed 

information pack will be dispatched twelve weeks prior to departure. Flower, bird, 

mammal, frog, dragonfly and butterfly checklists are available! 
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